The following phishing or spam e-mail was received by members of the Bergen Community College on or around January 31, 2013. DO NOT click on any links and DO NOT respond to this email or any e-mail you suspect is a phishing attempt. As a reminder, Bergen Community College will never ask for personally identifiable information.

- From: "Susan Bergen" <Susan.Bergen@sd23.bc.ca>
- Sent: Thursday, January 31, 2013 8:46:31 AM
- Subject: UPGRADE

Your mailbox has exceeded the storage limit of 20 GB, which is as defined by the administrator, currently at 97GB, you may not be able to send or receive new mail until you re-validate your mailbox.

Click or Copy and past this Link in New Windows to revalidate: <Google Doc Spam/Phishing URL intentionally removed by ITS>

system administrator
Webmail Administrator

Google DOC SPAM/PHISHING EXAMPLE